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I

Memorize the statement of the
Limit Comparison Test

(for Cwhen him tothe is a positive
number

2

Foran=>
-

find a sequence
by so that

5-"-2

line is a positive (finite number
as

Then apply
the Limit Comparison Test

to zan.
Answer

· Since an looks like I andalf" is a geometric series,

try b:= or.
by"Hospitalsas

b

i
t= lime limb.=xa lim

· Sinceline fo = 7 is a positive number,

either both an and be converge or both diverge.

· We know Ebn=EF): converges (since it's a geometric
H=

series with ration of (living in (11), so wear also converges.
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3 Use the Limit Comparison Test to
test②

n =2

for convergence/divergence.

Answer

Let anfab

Try brin=t==

see en heline liststest
Sincelime-1, a positive numberthe

the Limit Comparison Test says
that either

as

CEan and I be both convergeoran and Ebn both diverge).
n= H=2

Since &bu = to is a convergent p-series (due to p=3 >1),
n= 2 H = 2

o an also
converges
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↑

Answer

& o

as of

n = I
H= I

5 IsE, convergent or divergent?

Answer

Let on=H. Try b==

an=Ibe for all n = 1,2,3...

is zab:ET is a divergent p-series (p==2)

So I an diverges by the Comparison Test.
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Memorize the statement of the Alternating
Series Test PgTT2

3
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d

Determine whether the seriesE-r= cosnit
converges/diverges.n3 + I

H=

Answer: Since cos(us) = 3, itiseven
-

we have cos(nTT] =GD" for all integers n

so the seriesis ErezA

This is the seriesfrom Textbook Example 3,49774.

Copy the textbook's
solution.

e

Determine whether the seriesE
cosnot

converges/diverges.- U

H=

Answer: Since cos(us) = 3, itiseven
-

we have cos(nTT] =GD" for all integers n

so the seriesis Efi-zet
This is the seriesfrom Textbook Example 1,49774.

Copy the textbook's
solution.

-

Is Le Co-cosult an alternatinga series?

Answer yes, the series is SSKGRV and to for all use
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D
Memorize the statement of the Ratio Test 49779

Determine whether each of the following is conditionally

convergent, absolutely convergent, or divergent.

Ro
Answer

④ &>
FDLT converges by Alternating Series Test

m = 1

since t is decreasing for all n = 1,2,3,..

and in = 0.

· Ir =Lot is a convergent prseries (p2, i,

so we say that converges absolutely

3) Answer

· since; the is decreasing

ilim F=0
the series converges by Alternating

Series Test.

·

ButF/ fr=ETE is a divergent p-series (p==

so we

sayotrt is conditionally convergent an
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Determine whether each of the following is conditionally

convergent, absolutely convergent, or divergent.

⑪D
solution

· Ishas both positiveandnegative termssternating series Test doesn't apple).

-
-

· (we can apply comparison Test to E 11 with [t
I

· Let anin and bui
sample

·Since 80 an < bn for all n = 1,2,3,...
and

answer

⑲[bu is a convergent p-series (p=2)
to

follow
=> in) also converges by the Comparison

Test.
&S

·By def. I absolutely converges.

·a (meaningI thesitefuel
corresat

⑧ dinfe f =0

· Eft is absolutely convergentat

by the Ratio Test, since to <1.

WEBWORK PROBLEM 1, 2, 7, 8,11,12
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Determine whether each of the following is conditionally

convergent, absolutely convergent, or divergent.

6)

i)

see Exam
1 sol

-

for Sec 6.8

"Hospital's
Rule

=
Exam 1 solution

for Sec 6.8 question
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For each of the following series,
determine

whether the ratio test
will work for

testing convergence/divergence.

The ratio test can be used

It tu The ratio test will be inconclusive

The ratio test can be used

2 E fif
The ratio test will be inconclusive

v = (

The ratio test can be used

3 E R+bE The ratio test will be inconclusive

n! The ratio test can be used

4E sn+i!2 The ratio test will be inconclusive

The ratio test can be used

5 EFEan The ratio test will be inconclusive

The ratio test can be used

6 E it
7D

The ratio test will be inconclusive

The ratio test can be used

>E fie The ratio test will be inconclusive
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Key points from
textbook pg784-785

⑦

·Q: When will Ratio Test be inconclusive?

AIf the terms of the series -

e.g. team
or fit

involve

nonfrcsolyana or
-

9

When is Ratio Test likely
to work?

· Q

A: If the terms
involve factorial, geometric sequence,

n

Ju+1 G

e.g. EtEat or ETI

10

· Q: When can Limit Comparison Test work?

A: Series with only positive (or 0) terms

e.g E InCln) +
6 5T

or Enfox or fat orfe
n2H=

WEBWORK PROBLEM I

WEBWORK PROBLEM
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Q: What theorem
should you

use to find the radius of

convergence
of a power

series? A: Ratio Test

Q: What tests
should you use to check whether

x =a + R and x = a - R (where a is the center of

the power
series and R is the radius)

are in
the interval of

convergence?

*:p-series; geometric
series; alternating Series Test:

Limit Comparison Test.

There are others, but you
don't need other ways on this exac

Q:If him cottonto, what is the radius of convergence for

&(n x-107 = c,x-107 + ( (x-107+c(x-109+...? What about interval of convergence?

*E Cn (x-107 converges when 10K 1=1x-101799,
so

the radius of convergence is 99.

The interval of convergence
includes (10-99, 10+99), but we don't have

enough information to determine if-89 and 109 are in the interval.

WEBWORK PROBLEM 2, 6, 9, 10
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Find the radius of convergence and

interval of convergence for each series

1. Answer:

EER" is a geometric series with ratio

So the series converges iff (2) <1 =>1x+2<5

-5<x+2 <5

--2< x (5-2

-7 <x <3
Interval of convergence is (713)
Radius of convergence is R= 5

Answer
2.

· To grx-2 = E(x-227)
· This is a geometric series with ratio 9(x-2)

· so it converges it and only if 19(x-23) <1

1x-251 <f
1x-2) <t

-< x-2 <T
z-; < x <2+5

Interval of convergence is (15,25).

Radius of convergence is 5
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3.Find the radius of convergence and

interval of convergence for
Answer

· Let an = th

· At =
52Stat. T5"(x-4)

= 5In x-

· tim(fim/5 es I
= 15(x-4)) Emf

= 15(x-47). I

· By Ratio Test, I an converges when 15(x-4) <
1x-41 < =

-F<x-4 <E

· so the radius of convergence is

· What is the interval of convergence I?

We know I must include (-E,4+

Check x =4:EsffeE converges by Alternating Series Test

n=
(so I includes x= 4-z)

Check x= 4+5:LEFUSE2o t is a divergent poseries (p==
(so I does at include x=4+

I = [4-, 4+E] is the interval of convergence
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Find the radius of convergence and

interval of convergence for each series

Answer

4. Use Ratio Test:

· Let ana

· "= f*

· In( = lims/fil-1 mou=OCI for any
number x

⑧ So by Ratio Test, of converges for all X

Interval of convergence is 70, 0)

Radius of convergence is a

Answer

5. Use Ratio Test:

· Let anm! (x+d)

· t=n+1! (xtaput
n! (x+8>n

=

(n+13<x+ 0)

· ein (t=nein/n+14x+0)= x+01fimsnti=38 sta
· The series converges if and only if x= - &

Interval of convergence is 58: E8,-0]
Radius of convergence is 0.
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6.

solution

Since the center of this power
series is 0, this means the radius of convergence, R.

is between 3 and 4 (possibly 3 or 4).

=Eacn 7" Distance between Center and X1 is x
=>the series converges

↑istance between center (O) and x= 9 is 934
=>the series diverges

Distance between center (0) and x = -c is 243
=>the series converges

·Cn 712 Distance between Center CO2 and XE12 is 12
=>the series diverges
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I

Answer

#ixe =
5 NuxC

= 5E54x2 if 14x2) <>=(x) <
=>1x1 <I

radius of

= 528 14"X convergence

Interval of convergence:GE, it

2

Answer

↓ext x*

22-3x)71 - Ex

= x" FEx Radius of convergence

= x2ExP if 1EX1 < 1 =@

=xe(E)x

=ze (e)" x

Interval of convergence:CE, B
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3

Answer

so the
=

Step I -FFx=Fix

-=

IFoSF
for (f) (1E)(x) 25 Radius of convergesan

=zefix

stepe spz = (ix)

-oftx)
· of(5zx+Eatx)
-

o f 2efruxri by The Sterm-by-term differentiation)

~
(you can stop here)

=zo (z)"*"(4+1 x
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4Find the antiderivative of the power
series

for (x1 <I

Answer

Sx*x=(24ix) ax

(*) (1-xxx2-x+ ...) dx
- (x-+-+..) + C

·Ex+C

5

Answer
Step 1: -> from (*) aboveen(1xx) = /x*x=(24x7 ax = Ete+C

To find C, plug in the center x = 0 of the power series:

In C1 +oS = 0 + C Here, we have to

So c = O
solve for C

en(1+x): Etient for (x/<

Step 2:
So InG+tD:EEHr" for It" <1 = It) < ) Radius of

convergence is (

- z Anta
same radius of

Step 3: /(n Ci+t4d+=LGfiri + Constant convergence, I
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6 ⑭

=>impossible stared

solve using
lext Ex7

Chapter 7
methods

Answer

arctan(ux)

=tositbe
(A) givenorre

for 12x) < 1 =) KxI LI

(Radius of convergence is 2)

arctan (2x)

x
= fEGeant
= 2 Hwente

nexdx =EGwrtxx

= E 7nl tvsta

=(ex-x+Ex-xx'+...) + C

Radius of convergence
is the same as for

↓
the series for arctan(ex): 2
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The boxed equations are from Tablet,pgdod (will be printed
Fill in the blanks. for you).

I =-In (1-z = - In (E) = 1n (2)

I InCEXD:-ECIEEprx - <x & I

arctan (1) = T
3

5Find the Sum of 144+++ ---

4 e ver the series is fle

G
Sin ()=0

El.x all x

- 2 I #ro=cosCYe
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given for you)

&
ed "theTaylor series of fix

centered at a"

& If f1x= Ecnx" and
I

find the first four terms of Ex

Answer Co = f-14 4 =-15 Gopet Gf--

14-15x-2X'-TX3

9 (From Textbook Example 1) If f(a)25 for all nDO,

what is the Taylor series of fix) Centered at X= a?

Answer
f(a) = 3', f a)=3', f "()=5,...-

are given, so ca: fcas = E

so the answer is zenka-zex-al

=I + 3(x-9) + EC-9+E3X-9+EKaLtoo
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10. One of the Webwork problems is to find that

en (x= InDo) +2 Cr(x-1
when is in the interval of convergence of the power

series

· Assume you have done the computation showing this equality.

Find the interval of convergence of Letet (-10)
Answer

Step 1 (Find radius of convergence using Ratio Test)

Let an = har (x-10)

&= Wlort' tom=x10
in lll tYe= 19

By Ratio TestPlan) converges whenlossthisthe
-10 < x-10 < 10 convergence

Step 2 (Check endpoints) 10-10<x <10+10

Check x= 10-1020: ELGIO-EGEDtit
·It is the Harmonic series

(divergent)

Check x = 10+ 1028: TCDOLEAKit is convergent

by Alternating Series Test

Rity is a decreasing sequence
> for all us, of

Interval of Convergence: (0,20]
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Arc P)

I

(i) Evaluate (ExdX (write as a
"usual" elementary function)

12

(ii) Use part (i) and Table 1 above to write S-1 dx as a power
series

2x

(i) (Edx: (nx + G

Ii*sx
from Table), ext

1ax12gfxr== (38+es=x

seex= = [lx+9*] + c

Sso ex'x = (eex -/*
-I [Mx+E**]+a-Linx +c

·Ea fx+C
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13 Use the table to write a power series representation of

Jaratan(x) dx centered at x0

arctan (x2)= Tf(x524+1-F7"x4nte
24 + ( 24+1

Sarctan(xYdx=2+EGCEIrTints)

14 Use the table to write a power series representation of

Jaratan(x2) dx centered at x=0

I ( = C+ED.FortSutst

15 Use Table 1 to write (x"sin(x7dx as
a power

series

sin (x2)=EtDEer' EHint
n=O

xsin(xY=xECG eGift
↑sin(x)Mx = SzHfiritax = c+EGtirsutct

I G Use Table 1 to write (sin(x47dX as
a power

series centered at x=0



statements to memorize

1 Alternating Series Test Sea 11.5

statement:

#Limit Comparison Test Sea 11.4

statement:

#Ratio Test Sec 11. 6

statement:

Sea 11.2

a geometric series converges

when...

a geometric series diverges

when.

a p-series
series converges Sea 11.4

when...

a ↑-series
series diverges

when...


